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As a Claims Consultant position, responsible for Assisting production teams with 
account management, renewal negotiations, special projects, resolution of claims,
and loss issues.

NOVEMBER 2012 – 2012
CLAIMS CONSULTANT - ABC CORPORATION

 Inspected roofs for all major insurance companies across the country.
 Provided details regarding covered and non-covered issues relating to the 

insured home and property.
 Informed adjuster and insured on the quality of the claim at hand Provide 

detailed information on roof quality and the best course of action to resolve the 
issues found.

 Experienced in locating and determining multiple types of covered and non-
covered issues.

 Experienced in different situations across the country I have not only gathered a
vast knowledge of handling different situations but am also very prepared to 
handle any new situation I may encounter.

 Utilized great people skills to not only relate to different types of customers but 
also explain in detail what is the meaning of the issues found and the best way 
to solve them.

 Interpreted policy coverages and be able to explain policy provision.

2007 – 2012
CLAIMS CONSULTANT - DELTA CORPORATION

 Inspect roofs for all major insurance companies across the country.
 Provide details regarding covered and non-covered issues relating to the insured

home and property.
 Inform adjuster and insured on the quality of the claim at hand Provide detailed 

information on roof quality and the best course of action to resolve the issues 
found.

 Knowledge thru years of the first-hand experience of locating and determining 
multiple types of covered and non-covered issues.

 Throughout my experience in different situations across the country, I have not 
only gathered a vast knowledge of handling different situations but am also 
very prepared to handle any new situation I may encounter.

 A diverse person who knows how to work with different types of contractors, 
insureds, and adjusters to end the claims experience with all groups satisfied 
and informed.

 Utilize my great people skills to not only relate to different types of customers 
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but also explain in detail what is the meaning of the issues found and the best 
way to solve them.

EDUCATION

GED

SKILLS

Attention-Detail, Good Communication, Presentation Skills.
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